Studio Workshop with Models
Image One Camera
10495 Magnolia Avenue
(this new location is next door to
the Days Inn and approximately
a mile from the Library on the
other side of the street)
Riverside, CA 92503
https://www.imageonecamera.com/
Check-in: Each registrant will gather quietly at Image One Camera outside the Studio ten minutes
before their session begins. Ralph Mendez will open the door when he is ready for the session to
begin. A group photo will be taken for each session when everyone is assembled.
Image One Mission & Experience: At Image One Camera & Video, customer satisfaction is number
One! You are greeted with a smile and friendly service. The staff is glad to assist in any way they can.
The staff does not rush and serves their customers in a timely manner. Image One salespeople are
very knowledgeable and have been in the industry for years. If you have any questions regarding
products, audio, video, photography, or printing, you can count on Image One’s specialists to give you
the time needed to feel comfortable with your purchase.

Image One Camera Special Offer: Image One is pleased to offer 10% off most accessories on
the sales floor on Friday, March 15 before or after the Studio Workshop Session. Additionally,
if anyone would like to rent a lens for the Studio Workshop or an Event Photo Walk, Mark
Jenkins is offering 20% off lens rentals on Friday, March 15.
Description: Ralph Mendez will organize and lead this studio workshop and will be available for
questions for this scheduled event. Ralph’s web site: https://images19.myportfolio.com/projects
Date: Friday, March 15, 2019
Hours: Session 1: 9:00-10:30am, Session 2: 11:00am-12:30pm, Session 3: 1:00-2:30pm

Bring: Your camera. Slaves (triggers) for the lights will be provided.
Meet: Image One Camera: enter the store and the staff will show you where the studio is located.
Cost: FREE; however, as a thank you for using the studio and photographing the models, each
participant is asked to send each model some of their images from the shoot. Participants will be given
the models email addresses.
Model Releases: A PSA Model Release will be signed by each model and a copy will be available for
each participant. Participants will need to fill their name on the Model Releases they receive.
Group size: Maximum 10 participants per session

Requirements: The Image One Camera studio is at the back of the store with no stairs to climb.

